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You can see the anorthosite crust when you look at the Moon! look for the brighter,
light-colored, heavily cratered regions. These are the lunar highlands, and they are made of the
oldest - 4.5 to 4.3 bi II ion years old! - rocks on the Moon. They are made of anorthosite. The
entire crust of the early Moon was made of this rock. Since its formation, the Moon has been
bombarded by countless large and small asteroids and comets that have broken up the crust,
creating large basins (big dark circles) and small craters on its surface.
Anorthosite

New Spacecraft Are Helping Scientists Tell More of the Moon's Story
Why is the crust on the Moon's farside thicker than the crust on the nearside? This question has puzzled
lunar scientists for many years. Finding an answer to this question requires a better understanding of the
Moon below the crust. Data from the GRAil mission will help scientists better understand the Moon's
interior. learn more about the GRAil mission at http://moon.mit.edu.

A special camera onboard the lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (lRO) spacecraft is giving scientists views of the
Moon never seen before! These pictures are helping scientists and engineers select landing sites for future
missions. See these images at http://www.lroc.asu.edu.
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Learn More Abovt Ovr Moon
The NASA lunar Science Institute (NlSI) brings together research teams seeking answers to important
questions about the history and future exploration of our Moon. Read more about NlSI at
http://lunarscience.arc.nasa.gov.

The Center for lunar Science and Exploration (ClSE) is one of seven NlSI teams. ClSE is
studying lunar rocks to better understand the history of asteroid impacts on the Moon.
Find out more about the ClSE team at http://www.lpi.usra.edu/nlsi.

Get Involved in Lvnar Science and El<plorationl
Moon Mappers puts you in the middle of the action! Help scientists in their quest to understand
the history of the Moon by marking craters in images from lRO. Join Moon Mappers at
http://cosmoquest.org/ma ppers/moon.
Join scientists, educators, and Moon enthusiasts from around the globe for one day each year to celebrate the
Moon on International Observe the Moon Night! Visit http://observethemoonnight.org for more information
and to find an event near you!
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